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What is Open Access?
• Open Access is the free, immediate, online availability of
research articles, coupled with the rights to use these
articles fully in the digital environment. (http://www.sparc.arl.org/
issues/open-access)

• Open access publications are freely and permanently
available online to anyone with an internet connection.
Unrestricted use, distribution and reproduction in any
medium is permitted, provided the author/editor is properly
attributed. (http://www.springeropen.com/openaccess)
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Traditional Research Publishing
• Researcher(s) do research and produce scientific
paper – sent to a chosen journal.
• Journal sends paper for peer review.
• Following revisions, the paper might get accepted
– and then typeset, graphics produced, photos
prepared, and the paper printed and bound in the
journal, which would be distributed to libraries &
researchers....
THIS WORKED BUT WAS EXPENSIVE
AND OFTEN SLOW!
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Problems
• Digitisation
• Speed of publishing
• Journal Prices
! Publicly funded research gets restricted if not easily available
! Journal prices have significantly outpaced inflation
An example:
Tetrahedron
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The UK Government Approach
• The Government, in line with our overarching commitment to
transparency and open data, is committed to ensuring that publiclyfunded research should be accessible free of charge. Free and open
access to taxpayer-funded research offers significant social and
economic benefits by spreading knowledge, raising the prestige of UK
research and encouraging technology transfer. At the moment, such
research is often difficult to find and expensive to access. This can
defeat the original purpose of taxpayer-funded academic research and
limits understanding and innovation.

• The Research Councils expect the researchers they fund to
deposit published articles or conference proceedings in an open
access repository at or around the time of publication. But this
practice is unevenly enforced. Therefore, as an immediate step, we
have asked the Research Councils to ensure the researchers they fund
fulfil the current requirements.
UK Government Innovation & Research Strategy for Growth
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, December 2011
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Why Open Access?
• The publishers do not fund research, or employ the researchers,
reviewers, the paper writers

• Much research is publicly funded – limiting access makes little sense.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some government pressure for Open Access – demonstrating the value
of the research
Restricting / limiting access means research is limited – especially for
lower income countries or smaller organisations restricting their research
or educational options
Abstracts may suggest a relevant paper. The cost of purchasing one-off
papers that turn out to be irrelevant puts up the costs of research
Allowing papers to be searched and accessed or data-mined as a group
allows for links in research findings or concepts to be spotted
Wider awareness can lead to greater impact and visibility
Publication can be faster
No space constraints – publications can include extensive
supplementary data, videos and full results data
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Types of Open Access

• Gratis vs. Libre

! Gratis: Free online access but some re-use restrictions
! Libre: Free online access plus some additional re-use rights
Only Libre is viewed as true Open Access

• Gold:
! Publication through an (online) journal that makes the output freely
available but usually charges a fee to publish. Generally peer-reviewed
(unless predatory)
! Hybrid journals can include a mix of subscription items and free items,
funded by the author

• Green:
! Depositing the output in an open access repository – giving free access.
Generally not peer-reviewed, although some authors may self-archive
published articles in their own institutional repository

• Delayed access:
! Traditional subscription journals that offer free access after an embargo
period (usually a few months – 2 or 3 years). Not viewed as true OA
© AWARE 2015
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What holds back Open Access?
• Researchers have a tendency to be conservative – the
traditional funding route is seen as normative

• A lot of published, high-price, journals have a high-impact
value. A paper published in Nature or Science gives more
credibility – especially when the number of publications in
Tier 1 journals can impact tenure or promotion

• Some issues on the quality of Open Access Journals and
even the start of “predatory journals” claiming to be of value
but offering little quality (e.g. Charging for publishing but not
including peer review)
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Open Access Journals
• Directory of Open Access Journals (doaj.org)
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Open Access Books
• Directory of Open Access Books (doabooks.org)
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Open Access Journals
• Public Library of Science (PLOS.org)
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Open Access Journals
• Public Library of Science (PLOS.org)
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Open Access Journals
• Traditional Publishers
! http://science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/linksj/
opensearch.cgi
! http://www.elsevier.com/about/open-science/openaccess/open-access-journals
! http://www.springeropen.com/journals
! http://www.wileyopenaccess.com/view/journals.html
! http://www.biomedcentral.com/journals (owned by Springer)
! http://www.chemistrycentral.com/ (owned by Springer)
! http://www.physmathcentral.com/ (owned by Springer)
! http://www.nature.com/libraries/open_access/
oa_pub_models.html (List of NPG journals with Open Access
options)
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Open Access Journals
• Traditional Publishers - Wiley
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Open Access Journals
• Traditional Publishers & Peer-Review
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Predatory Journals
Beall’s List of Predatory Publishers 2015
by Jeffrey Beall, January 2, 2015

Each year at this time I formally release my updated list of predatory
publishers. Because the list is now very large, and because I now publish
four, continuously-updated lists, this year’s release does not include the
actual lists but instead includes statistical and explanatory data about the
lists and links to them. Potential, possible, or probable predatory scholarly
open-access publishers: This year, 2015, marks the fifth annual release
of this list, which is also continuously updated. The list this year includes
693 publishers, an increase of 241 over 2014.

http://scholarlyoa.com/2015/01/02/
bealls-list-of-predatorypublishers-2015/
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Predatory Journals
Two New Lists: Misleading metrics and Hijacked journals
This year, I started two new lists that track two new areas of
questionable practices related to open-access journals.
• The Misleading metrics list includes companies that “calculate”
and publish counterfeit impact factors (or some similar measure) to
publishers, metrics the publishers then use in their websites and
spam email to trick scholars into thinking their journals have
legitimate impact factors.
! Misleading metrics: 26 (list debuted in March, 2014)
• The Hijacked journals list includes journals for which someone
has created a counterfeit website, stealing the journal’s identity and
soliciting articles submissions using the author-pays model (gold
open-access).
! Hijacked journals: 30 (list started in May, 2014)
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A Predatory Publisher
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A Predatory Publisher
OMICS Publishing Group is a predatory publisher of open access
journals in a number of academic fields. It is part of the OMICS Group,
based in Hyderabad, India. It issued its first publication in 2008. According
to a 2012 article in The Chronicle of Higher Education about 60 percent of
the group's 200 journals had never actually published anything.
Academics and the United States government have questioned the validity
of peer review by OMICS journals, the appropriateness of author fees and
marketing, and the apparent advertising of the names of scientists as
journal editors or conference speakers without their knowledge or
permission. As a result, the U.S. National Institutes of Health does not
accept OMICS publications for listing in PubMed Central and sent a ceaseand-desist letter to OMICS in 2013, demanding that OMICS discontinue
false claims of affiliation with U.S. government entities or employees.
OMICS has responded to criticisms by avowing a commitment to open
access publishing and threatening a prominent critic with a US$1 billion
lawsuit.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OMICS_Publishing_Group
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A Predatory Publisher
OMICS Goes from “Predatory Publishing” to “Predatory Meetings”
In earlier blog posts I’ve described and documented examples of OMICS
Group’s unethical practices, including sending personal invitations to potential
authors to submit manuscripts without informing them of the author fees, only to
invoice them after their papers get quickly accepted. This was also reported in an
article published by the Chronicle of Higher Education called “‘Predatory’ Online
Journals Lure Scholars Who Are Eager to Publish.”
Now new evidence has surfaced revealing that OMICS, which is also in the business
of organizing scientific conferences, has been 1) using the names of scientists,
oftentimes without their permission, to invite participants to their meetings,
2) promoting their meetings by giving them names that are deceptively similar to
other well-established meetings that have been held for years by scientific societies,
and 3) refusing to refund registration fees, even if their meetings are cancelled.
First, OMICS implies that its editorial board members are conference organizers by
placing their names and photographs on their conference web pages, and by sending
email invitations to their meetings which are “signed” by members of the editorial
boards. However, many of these people never agreed to be meeting organizers, and
some have never even agreed to be become OMICS editorial board members.
http://scholarlyoa.com/2013/01/25/omics-predatory-meetings/
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Searching “Green” Open Access –
Self-Archives
• ROAR - International Registry of Open Access Repositories:
2500 institutional / cross-institutional repositories
! ROAR was created by EPrints at University of Southampton in 2003.
! http://roar.eprints.org/

• OpenDOAR – Directory of Open Access Repositories
! Academic content repositories from University of Nottingham – all
verified and checked
! http://www.opendoar.org/

• CORE – COnecting REpositories.
! Aims to aggregate all open access research outputs from repositories
and journals worldwide and make them available to the public.
! http://www.core.ac.uk
© AWARE 2015
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OpenDOAR Statistics
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OpenDOAR Statistics
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Research Data Repository Search
Re3Data.org
The Registry of Research
Data Repositories is a global
registry of research data
repositories that covers
research data repositories
from different academic
disciplines. It presents
repositories for the permanent
storage and access of data
sets to researchers, funding
bodies, publishers and
scholarly institutions. The
registry went live in autumn
2012 and is funded by the
German Research Foundation
(DFG).
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A Research Repository Example
Figshare.com
figshare is a repository
where users can make
all of their research
outputs available in a
citable, shareable and
discoverable manner.

figshare allows users to upload any file format to be made visualisable in the
browser so that figures, datasets, media, papers, posters, presentations and filesets
can be disseminated.
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Repository Examples
http://arxiv.org/

http://dash.harvard.edu/

Open access to 1,080,863 e-prints in
Physics, Mathematics, Computer
Science, Quantitative Biology,
Quantitative Finance and Statistics
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More Self-Archiving Examples
• http://econstor.eu/

•
•

•
•

! EconStor provides an infrastructure for the free publication
of scholarly literature in economics and business
administration.
http://datadryad.org/
! Lifescience / Medical publications
http://cogprints.org/
! Self-archive papers in any area of Psychology,
Neuroscience, and Linguistics, and many areas of
Computer Science
http://www.ssoar.info/
! Social Science Open Access Repository
http://biorxiv.org/
! Pre-print server for biology papers
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Searching for Open Access
www.oaister.worldcat.org/#
The OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) OAIster database of open access
digital resources includes 30 million+ records including scanned books, journal
articles, newspapers, manuscripts, theses and similar from over 1500
contributors.
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Searching for Open Access
WorldwideScience.org/wws
WorldWideScience.org is a global science gateway comprised of national and
international scientific databases and portals. NOT just Open Access
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Searching for Open Access
Other Sources
• http://oad.simmons.edu/oadwiki/Main_Page - The Open Access

•
•

•

Directory (OAD) is a compendium of simple factual lists about open
access (OA) to science and scholarship, maintained by the OA
community at large
https://library.uoregon.edu/datamanagement/repositories.html - list
of specialist data repositories, e.g. Protein sequences (UniProt),
eCrystals (X-ray crystallographic data), etc.
http://www.sparc.arl.org/resources/repository/collected-rep - list of
repository lists, including OpenDOAR. SPARC (sparc.arl.org) is the
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition - an
international alliance of academic and research libraries working to
create a more open system of scholarly communication
http://bit.ly/ImperialOA - a guide to finding open access repositories,
including general purpose ones
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Searching for Open Access
Google Scholar
• OK – I’ve mentioned it.
• Now let’s move on!
• Use it with care and use
advanced search!
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Topic Specific Sources
• Patents
! http://www.uspto.gov/
! http://worldwide.espacenet.com/
For complex
searches e.g.
For chemical
structures, etc.
paying for
information is
often safer....
Using DWPI, etc.
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Topic Specific Sources
• Health
! Pubmed: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
! Clinical Trials: apps.who.int/trialsearch/ (and local
country / region versions e.g. www.clinicaltrials.gov or
www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu)
! Free Medical Journals: www.freemedicaljournals.com/
- many open-access although some embargoed
! Reproductive Health: Popline.org
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Grey Literature
• Grey literature is a type of information or research output
produced by organisations, outside of commercial or
academic publishing and distribution channels.
! Government reports, working papers, theses, some conference
proceedings, one-off research...
! Often held in ROAR and OpenDOAR (and individual repositories)
! Greynet.org links to the GreyNet web-portal to Grey literature: the
GreyGuide - http://greyguiderep.isti.cnr.it/
! Opengrey.eu/ - Search System for Information on Grey Literature
in Europe - access to 700.000 bibliographical references of grey
literature (papers) produced in Europe
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Other Areas
• Open Source Software (see: OpenSource.org, OpenSource.com)
! Software authors make source code available to others who would like to
view that code, copy it, learn from it, alter it, or share it.
! Wordpress, Mozilla, Linux, Android and many other examples

• OpenNews.org: “OpenNews is a joint project of Mozilla and the

•

Knight Foundation that supports the growing community of news
developers, designers, and data reporters helping journalism thrive
on the open web.”
Music – not just free advertising supported sites such as Spotify,
Pandora....
https://musopen.org/ is “a non-profit focused on increasing access to
music by creating free resources and educational materials. We
provide recordings, sheet music, and textbooks to the public for free,
without copyright restrictions. Put simply, our mission is to set music
free.”
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Open Access & Social Media
Researchgate.net
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Open Access & Social Media
Academia.edu
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Open Access & Social Media
Mendeley.com (owned by Elsevier)
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Sherpa Romeo
To Check what can be Uploaded / Archived

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php
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Does Open Access work?
Bogus paper was submitted to
304 Open Access journals over a
10 month period. The paper used
fabricated authors and
universities implying research was
from Africa.
“Any reviewer with more than a
high-school knowledge of
chemistry... Would have spotted
the paper’s shortcomings”
157 accepted the paper. 98
rejected it – including those that
conducted peer review.
Only PLOS ONE rejected it
immediately.
http://www.theguardian.com/higher-education-network/2013/oct/04/open-access-journals-fake-paper
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Does Open Access work?
• It’s not just Open Access that has peer review problems. Diederik
•
•
•

Stapel fabricated data for years – with 55 based on fraudulent data,
including in Science – the journal that published the OA hoax story.
The hoax showed that with effective peer review, bad work gets
caught.
The current OA model – where authors pay to get published – invites
corruption (hence predatory journals)
A new idea for peer review is the “Open Evaluation” Project (http://
bit.ly/Open-evaluation). This would include peer-reviews alongside
the paper, allowing for the reviewer assessment to be included in
quality estimates. Such reviews could also enhance the reviewer’s
own status, when not anonymised.
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Does Open Access work?
• Some research suggests that authors that selfarchive work published in journals get more
citations than those that don’t.
• Other research suggests this citation advantage
only applies to Green open access and not to
Gold open access – possibly because the papers
are not viewed as of the same quality, were
newer, and less established.
• Social sciences were least likely to be cited when
published in Open Access journals.
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Any Questions?
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